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 For his love, he uses a device that would make him invisible to the rest of the world. This is the original Hindi dubbed version
of Telugu thriller film Visaranai, which was remade in Malayalam as Annamanu Ennalum Abi, which in turn was remade as
Vada Vada in Tamil and which was remade in Kannada as Donnaravalli and again in Hindi as Good Newwz. This is also the

Indian version of film Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit. This is the English dubbed version of the 2016 Korean romantic comedy
film, That Winter, the Wind Blows and the 2012 Tamil-language romantic drama film O Kadhal Kanmani. It is loosely based on
the 2000 film Il Mare by Pietro Germi. In 2018, it is remade in Malayalam as Thrissurkkale Samsaram. Plot Niranjan (VARUN

DHANNAWAN) is an accident prone person and his good friend Arun (ROBBY SHREY) saves him from many such
accidents. One day while Niranjan and Arun are in a laboratory, they discover a device that would make one invisible. They take

this device to Rajeev (NARGIS Fakhri) and he believes that they are the inventors of this device. Later that day, he takes the
device with him and goes to visit his parents for his birthday. Rajeev gets shocked when he sees his parents and begins to run

away. Niranjan and Arun give chase and bring him back safely. Rajeev meets them and reveals the truth. That is, Rajeev is the
son of his friend and the father of Rajeev, Vinayak (IGK RAJAN) and Aruna (IPLI) is Rajeev's wife. A short while later, he

confesses that he loves Sunaina (ILEANA D'CUE) but she does not love him back. He tries to make it happen. Rajeev's parents
send him to Bombay to study, but he is unable to get admission in any engineering college. He returns to Delhi and meets his

parents. He tells them that he has now joined an engineering college in Chennai. There, his parents find a job for him at a
pharmaceutical company where Vinayak works as a sales manager. Aruna, who is also from a financially well off family,
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